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ABSTRACT

COMPARISON OF SCHEDULING USED IN BIG DATA FRAMEWORKS
Saif Aljumaili
M.S., Computer Engineering Department
Supervisor: Asst.Prof. Dr.Ziya KARAKAYA
Co-Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Ali YAZICI
JUNE 2018, 80 pages

Big Data applications have grown to become one of the main ingredients in the current
information technology sector, providing an opportunity for decision-makers to achieve
best outcomes, for instance in commerce and business. However, the speed at which such
data gathering occurs varies in storage, management, and processing, in all of which the
traditional database systems cannot handle such tasks as massive data collection.
Resource management and task scheduling play an essential role in Big Data processing.
There are different classifications of schedulers that are based on their different features,
effectiveness, performance, and so on. However, in this thesis we classify, compare and
investigate the detailed information associated with several schedulers being employed
in Big Data frameworks. Moreover, this thesis identifies the weakness and strengths in
different use cases of these schedulers. Furthermore, the study examines scenarios for
the suitability of use cases so as to determine in which case the individual scheduler has
some weakness or useless. Thus, these issues we cover in this thesis are not studied in
the existing studies.

Keywords: Job scheduling, Scheduler algorithms in Big Data, Apache Hadoop job
scheduler, Big Data job scheduler, Apache Flink scheduling
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ÖZ
BÜYÜK VERI ÇERÇEVELERINDE KULLANILAN ZAMANLAYICILARIN
KARŞILAŞTIRILMASI
Saif Aljumili
Yüksek Lisans, Bilgisayar Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Dr. Öğr. Üyesi. Ziya KARAKAYA
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Ali YAZICI
Haziran 2018, 80 sayfa

Büyük Veri uygulamaları, mevcut bilgi teknolojisi sektörünün ana bileşenlerinden biri
haline gelmiş ve birçok alanda

karar vericilere en iyi sonuçları elde etme fırsatı

tanımıştır. Bununla birlikte, bu tür verilerin kullanılmasında gereksinim duyulan hız,
depolama, yönetim ve işleme gibi konularda geleneksel veri tabanı sistemlerinin yeterli
olmadığını bilinmektedir. Kaynak yönetimi ve görev zamanlaması, bu türden büyük
ölçekteki verilerin işlenmesinde önemli bir rol oynamaktadır. Bu konuda; özelliklerine,
etkililiğine, performansına, v.b. bağlı olarak farklı sınıflarda zamanlayıcılar
bulunmaktadır. Bu tezde, Büyük Veri çerçevelerinde çalışan çeşitli zamanlayıcılar
ayrıntılı olarak sınıflandırılmış, karşılaştırılmış ve incelenmiştir. Ayrıca bu tez, bu
zamanlayıcıların farklı kullanım durumlarındaki zayıflık ve güçlü yanları ortaya
koymaktadır. Bunlara ek olarak, zamanlayıcıların kullanım alanlarına göre uygunluğuna
ilişkin senaryolar incelemiş olup, bu durumlarda herbir zamanlayıcının ne türden
zayıflıklığı yada yararsızlığı olduğu saptanmaya çalışılmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler İş Zamanlaması, Büyük Veri'de Zamanlayıcı Algoritmaları, Apache
Hadoop İş Zamanlayıcısı, Büyük Veri İş Zamanlayıcısı, Apache Flink Zamanlayıcı
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Recently, the world of technology has witnessed a dramatic increase in its ability to
generate data. Indeed, huge amount of data is being created every second throughout the
various processes carried out in companies, in fields such as astronomy, oceanography,
healthcare, social media, banking, manufacturing and many others. Researchers use Big
Data as a general term to describe the exponential increase and availability of information
(structured, semi-structured, or unstructured) [1]. Big Data applications have grown to
become one of the main ingredients in the current information technology sector,
providing an opportunity for decision-makers to achieve best outcomes, for instance in
commerce and business. However, the speed at which such data-gathering occurs varies
in storage, management, and processing, in all of which the traditional database systems
cannot handle such tasks as massive data collection [2].
Resource management and task scheduling play an essential role in Big Data processing.
The objective of resource management is to make sure that all nodes are the reasonably
utilized and shared appropriately [1]. Moreover, task scheduling is one of the important
aspects of processing massive datasets and is responsible for arranging jobs to be
assigned to the available resources. There are several algorithms for task scheduling,
where each one uses a different mechanism for the purpose. The main task for the
scheduler is to reduce computation time and increase utilization of the resource.In order
to process and analyze data sets, there are numerous useful tools currently available, for
example Apache Hadoop, Apache Spark, Apache Storm and Apache Flink [2]. These
frameworks provide different types of scheduling features for
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practical workloads and applications. From the literature, the main properties of these
tools can be described as follows:


Apache Hadoop is one of the most popular frameworks in Big Data [3]. It
supports scalability, job scheduling, distributed processing, and Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS). Hadoop can be used for different categories of
data such as structured, pictures, log files, etc. [3]. Apache Hadoop is designed to
run large- batch data, where the job scheduling plays an essential part for task
management. Several types of scheduler algorithms are used for scheduling jobs
in Hadoop some of which are built-inside while the others are pluggable. As well,
YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator) plays an essential role in Hadoop.
YARN is one of the most significant key technologies in the second-generation
of Apache Hadoop. Yarn architecture comprises three modules, namely
ResourceManager, NodeManager and ApplicationMaster. ResourceManager is
responsible for arbitrating resources and tracking through applications.
Furthermore, NodeManager is responsible for monitoring the resource usage
(memory,

CPU,

network,

disk)

and

sending

a

report

to

the

ResourceManager/Scheduler. The third component of YARN is

the

ApplicationMaster. The responsibility of ApplicationMaster is negotiating
resources from the ResourceManager and working with the NodeManager(s) to
execute and monitor the tasks [4].


Apache Storm is an open-source distributed real-time computation system which
supports stream processing in addition to batch processing [2]. Storm can easily
process unlimited amounts of data with reliable, scalable and fault-tolerant
computation. It can be used with several types of programming languages [5].
The cluster in Storm consists of two types of node, the master node called Nimbus
that is responsible for assigning tasks to the machine and monitoring failures. The
second node worker is called Supervisor and is responsible for execution tasks.
Apache

Storm

IsolationScheduler,

has

four

kinds

of

MultitenantScheduler

schedulers:
and

DefaultScheduler,

ResourceAwareSchedule.

Moreover, user can implement schedulers to replace the default scheduler and
assign executors to workers [6].
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Apache Flink is another open-source framework for distributed stream
processing. Flink can process two types of data (stream and batch) [7, 8]. Flink
has layered architectures, where each component is a part of the specific layer.
Flink is designed to run on a local cluster (single JVM) or can be deployed to
another cluster manager such as (YARN, Mesos and Standalone) [7]. Flink uses
master (Job Manager) to handle job submission and worker (Task Managers) to
execute different operations [9]. The Task manager executes the tasks that are
received from the job manager, which in turn has the ability to exchange
information between them when the other worker needs information. Also, the
task manager has a number of slots for the process in the cluster and is used for
executing tasks in the parallel model.



Apache Spark is an in-memory cluster-computing framework for processing and
analyzing large amounts of data. It was developed specifically for handling largescale data processing and analytics [10]. Spark provides the ability to develop
applications in different programming languages such as Python, Java, and Scala
as well as languages such as R. Additionally, Spark can share the cluster for
multiple users. Cluster Managers manages computing resources through a cluster
worker node. Spark also can be operated on three different cluster managers
including YARN, Mesos and standalone. The Job scheduler in Spark conduct is
considered as a reasonable allocation of resources depending on the resource
utilization and the priority required of these jobs [11].

The scheduling tasks in above-mentioned frameworks are of utmost importance since
they make an influence on computation time and resource utilization. Thus, the purpose
of the present research is to compare in detail different schedulers being used in Big Data
frameworks along and to determine the advantages and disadvantages of each in different
use case scenarios.
1.2 Purpose of the Study
This study will critically classify, compare and investigate the detailed information
associated with several schedulers being employed in Big Data frameworks.
Furthermore, it will identify the weaknesses and strengths associated with each scheduler
in different use cases.
3

There will be a detailed discussion on these issues from different points of view. To
reach our goals, systematic literature review methodology is used to collect information
about schedulers and classify them from a different perspective. Therefore, the thesis is
intended to be a comprehensive survey of all available schedulers including different
classification of schedulers based on their different features, effectiveness, performance,
etc.
1.3 Significance of this Study
Currently, scheduling is one of the most significant properties in Big Data processing.
While intensive efforts have been dedicated to solve the problems in Big Data
scheduling, the topic still requires further exploration to cover the challenges and issues
affecting job scheduling in clusters. Hence, in this study four of the Big Data frameworks,
namely Apache Storm, Apache Flink, Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark are compared
collectively and in respect to different job scheduling settings. In addition, each
framework uses different techniques and architectures for scheduling jobs.
1.4 Research Methodology
The aim of this study is to classify, compare and explore detailed information about
different schedulers used in Big Data frameworks in addition to highlighting the
weakness and strengths of each schedule in different use cases. Because of that, we use
the systematic literature review (SLR) methodology, which is interpreting and evaluating
research related to any given topic. A systematic literature review is entirely based on
secondary studies, such as scholarly articles, research papers, and published theses. The
main reason for this selection is that there is a large amount of information about Big
Data scheduling which needs to be collected, analyzed, and eventually interpreted in a
way as to provide compelling results for the present work.
1.5 The Selection of a Research Approach
There are different types of research in the literature review all of which can be divided
into two types: namely deductive and inductive. The first one is entirely based on the
previous theories and hypothesis; whereas the second one is based on non-statistical
techniques, which means developing new models and theories. Therefore, we opted for
4

the deductive method as the aim is to get all available insights about scheduling in Big
Data [12, 13].
1.6 Research Methods
Despite the existence of numerous research methods for the purpose of categorization,
the quantitative and qualitative approaches are the widely ones, with the difference
originating from the main principles in the research process. The qualitative method is
used to gather non-numerical data about a topic, and also the main idea is to check all
data collected with the help of textual analysis techniques. Quantitative, in another hand,
involves gathering numerical data and checks these data that collected by using statistical
techniques. For the purpose of this thesis, the qualitative method is preferred as it is the
most appropriate one for gathering secondary data (scholarly articles, research papers,
and published thesis) and checking through thematic analysis [13-15].
1.7 Research Strategy
Research strategy is a plan that gives direction to efforts and thoughts, enabling
researchers to perform systematically. In order to do so, the literature review should
follow these steps:


Formulation of the research question



Use of keywords for the search



Setting inclusion or exclusion criteria



Making quality assessment of papers



Execution of the methodology

1.7.1 Formulation of the research question
Research questions should reflect the main goal of the systematic literature review and
cover all aspects of the defined goals. These questions are formulated in the following
way:
1. Which scheduling mechanism dominantly used in Big Data framework? And
why?
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2.

Which kind of scheduling mechanisms are being used in different Big Data
frameworks?

3.

Comparison of scheduling algorithms with respect to suitability in different use
cases?

4. What are the main advantages and disadvantages of different schedulers on Big
Data frameworks?
5. What type of scheduling optimizations offered in literature?
1.7.2 Use of keywords for the search
To conduct a systematic literature review, we need to research about the papers that are
relevant to the topic. Therefore, keyword selection is a significant step in research
because the quality of the results is directly related to the keywords being picked in the
first place. These are carefully selected terms, and the following are the keywords that
were used for conducting the research in this study:


Apache Spark job scheduling



Job scheduling



Scheduler algorithms in Big Data



Apache Hadoop job scheduler



Big Data job scheduler



Apache Flink scheduling



Apache Storm scheduling

In Table 1, we selected the database that is used for searching in order to identify relevant
articles:
Table 1 Selected Databases

Database

Location

GoogleScholar

https://scholar.google.com.tr/

IEEE Xplore

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp

ScienceDirect

http://www.sciencedirect.com/

ACM DigitalLibrary

http://dl.acm.org/

CiteSeerX

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/index
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1.7.3 Setting inclusion or exclusion criteria
Exclusion and inclusion criteria make filtering possible for the papers retrieved from
databases to find the most relevant ones. According to the research questions, the
exclusion and inclusion criteria in Table 2 are applied to the selected papers [12]. During
this stage, the search in well-defined sources should be performed and the obtained
studies should be evaluated in accordance with the established criteria. After executing
the search on the marked sources, we obtained a collection of about 335 results clarified
by the inclusion criteria. The studies were further filtered to yield 79 primary proposals.

Table 2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion Criteria
1. Studies scheduling algorithm in Big Data.
2. Journal and/or conference papers.
3. Studies that describe scheduling algorithm in the Big Data frameworks.
4. Primary or secondary studies.
Exclusion Criteria
1. Studies not accessible in full text.
2. Studies that do not related to scheduling algorithm in Big Data.
3. Studies not presented in English.
4. Prefaces, slides, panels, editorials or tutorials.
5. Studies that do not answer the research questions.
6. Duplicated studies such as those published in other papers. In such as case; we
included the most recent one.
1.7.4 Making quality assessment of papers
Quality assessment plays a vital role in SLR and aims to guarantee the relevant papers in
terms of properly qualifying to address the related questions used in the study. For each
paper included in this study, these criteria are to be deployed [12, 14]:
1. Are the objectives of the research clearly stated?
2. Did search strategy cover an adequate number of years?
3. Did the authors describe a search strategy that was comprehensive?
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4. Do the researchers present sufficient data that can support their interpretations and
conclusions?
5. Is the method of analysis appropriate and adequately explicated?
1.7.5 Thematic analysis
At this stage, the authors carry out a thematic analysis to gain knowledge and insight
from the articles collected including scholarly articles, research papers, and published
thesis...etc. The most common themes in these papers include scheduling in Big Data
and which scheduling are dominantly used within this framework. In addition, the
advantage and disadvantage of each scheduling algorithm is looked at alongside
scenarios for the suitability of cases so as to determine which case scheduler will be weak
or useless. The main objective of such thematic analysis is to guide researchers to achieve
their goals for the study.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUNG INFORMATION

2.1 Backgrounds of Big Data
Within the concept of IoT and huge increase in volume of data, Big Data research became
very critical in the IT. Big Data simply means data which cannot be handled in traditional
database management settings [16-18]. It is a general term used to explain the dramatic
increase and availability of data, whether structured or unstructured. Traditional data
management tools are not capable of processing, analyzing these huge amounts of data.
So, we use a different set of tools, generally called as Big Data Framework, to handle
these challenges such as storage, analysis, visualization, jobs scheduling and fault
tolerance [19, 20]. One of the fundamental and most important component of such
frameworks is schedulers, which performs its activities by collaborating with resource
manager. The main objectives of scheduling is to make processing faster and diminish
the response time as much as possible [19]. The performance of scheduling in the
framework affects the finishing time, maximizes the output and controls available
resources.
2.2 Characteristics of Big Data
Big Data is the gathering of complex and huge data sets and volumes and includes realtime data and social media analytics. Big Data becomes more complex, especially when
the volume of data becomes extended from several data sources and is intended to be
linked, connected, and correlated in order to yield desirable information to help in
making better decisions. Big Data has many characteristics generally mentioned by 7V’s
[21, 22]. The set of V’s are the characteristics of the Big Data and collected from different
researchers [23].
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At the beginning, Big Data was characterized with widely used three V’s, but it has
extended by other V’s. The Fourth “V” (Veracity [21]) was added by IBM. Oracle also
added one more dimension that was represented as Value [22]. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) also introduced a new one, called Variability [23].
Yet, another dimension, namely, Visualization was added by some researchers for Big
Data [24]).

Figure 2.1 7V’s of Big Data

These seven characteristics are briefly mentioned in the sequel.
2.2.1 Volume
The ‘volume’ simply means how much we have of data that requires analysis [24]. In
Big Data studies, volume is one of most important features that need to be considered,
since the data increases in large amounts every day, if not in fact every minute [25].

2.2.2 Velocity
The velocity of data refers to the speed at which new data is being generated or analyzed
[21]. Due to the current rapidly increasing data rate, it is highly important to process the
information in a fast and efficient way to achieve favorable results [22].
2.2.3 Variety
The Variety means gathering various types of data from diverse kinds of data sources
like a social network, smartphones or any other data sources [26, 27]. These different
data can be categorized as semi-structured, structured and unstructured [28]. The issue of
10

variety implies that it is not easy to organize the available information in a meaningful
mode, especially when data is changing quickly [28].
2.2.4 Veracity
Veracity means making sure that the obtained data is accurate. If the data is not accurate,
indeed the result would not be correct, while decisions depend on reliable and accurate
data [29].
2.2.5 Variability
Variability refers to the data whose meaning is constantly and rapidly changing [25].
This is entirely different from variety. For example, in a big company like Facebook and
Google the repository generates and stores several kinds of data. As well, if one of these
various kinds of data is delivered to use for mining and to make sense, but the data offer
various meaning at every time [14, 25].
2.2.6 Visualization
Visualization refers to the presentation of complex data in a way that can be readable and
understandable. In the Big Data field, certain tools are used for visualizing the data and
help to understand the meaning of different data. Due to the variety of different data
formats - e.g. (structured, semi-structured and unstructured) - it is not easy to design
effective visualization tools in Big Data [25].
2.2.7 Value
This is one of the essential characteristics of Big Data. There are vast data volumes,
where important information are hidden amongst a bigger body of non-traditional data.
The challenge is to recognize and identify what is valuable in these data [22, 25].
2.3 General Architecture of Big Data Frameworks
A framework is a software providing generic functionality that can be selectively
changed by the user [30]. The concept of the framework in Big Data is similar to the
traditional data processing frameworks, but traditional data technologies do not appear
to be able to handle the storage and analysis of huge and growing volumes of
heterogeneous data any more today [26].
11

There are many frameworks in Big Data such as Apache Flink, Apache Hadoop, Apache
Storm, Apache Spark, etc. These frameworks have become popular in the Big Data area
because they can make computations in a distributed fashion over a large number of
machines and give user permits for computations with a simple API (Application
Programming Interface). Indeed, these frameworks can handle several important
properties such as agility, flexibility, security, efficiency, and scalability. Consequently,
the framework in Big Data should cover all these features necessary to complete
computations with best results.
As stated above, there are various frameworks used in Big Data, where each one has a
different architecture. Some of them are designed to solve specific cases, for example, in
a health ministry there is a framework named SmartHealth [31] which is being used to
help in design depending on the specific properties of the health sector. Moreover, there
are several of the other frameworks, such as Apache Samza [32], Apache Tez [33],
Apache Calcite [34], etc., rely on general-purpose. Even the special purpose frameworks
that do not build upon general-purpose frameworks need to deal with different types of
Big Data workload. In general, frameworks in Big Data are based on several solid ideas
such as distributed storage, massive parallel processing and fault-tolerant and scalable
systems. It is important to mention that a framework consists of diverse service tiers for
data generation, analytics, processing, storage, and acquisition. Figure 2.2 show general
architecture of Big Data frameworks.

Generation

Acquisition

Storage

Processing

Figure 2.2 General architecture of Big Data frameworks
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Analytics

1. Data Generation Layer
The first layer in Big Data framework is data generation. Data generation is highly
diverse, large-scale, and complex datasets generated through longitudinal and distributed
data sources such as videos, click streams, sensors, and all other available data sources
[35].This tier is the first stage for the data coming from different sources to start its trip.
This layer is the first step for the data coming from different sources to start its journey.
The data here is prioritized and categorized which makes data flow easily in another
layer.
2. Data Acquisition Layer
This is the second layer for the data coming from different source. This layer deals with
technologies for an ingestion of data [36]. This layer acquires every type of data,
including Web data, log file and social information data etc. The collected data may
sometimes include much redundant or useless data, which unnecessarily increases
storage space and affects subsequent data analyses. For example, high redundancy is very
common among datasets collected by sensors for environment monitoring and this layer
needs to deal with data, whether it is batch or real-time.
3. Data Storage Layer
The data storage layer deals with technologies for persistent data storage in Big Data
infrastructures. It provides very good support for heterogeneous data, including
unstructured, structured and semi-structured data. Due to the complicity and diversity of
current data, the construction of the storage layers need to employ mechanisms to retain
all available data. MongoDB and Cassandra are good examples of databases that can
meet the design requirements of both management and storage services.
4. Data Processing Layer
The data processing layer includes technologies that are responsible for the processing
data. There is a different framework in Big Data, which can process data depending on
whether the data is in batch or stream form. The mechanism for batch processing divides
task into small ones and sends them to specific computing resources for processing, this
strategy is used in Apache Hadoop’s MapReduce. In addition, Stream processing
requires immediate processing of the information and needs the system to react to new
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information [37]. There are two different methods for stream processing, MicroBench as
in Spark, or simultaneous processing as in Storm or Flink.
5. Data Analytics Layer
In this layer, the major function is to extract the valuable information generated by the
previous layer which includes batch processing and stream processing. The analytics
layer is the process of examining massive and diverse data sets to discover hidden
patterns, unknown correlations, and other suitable information that can assist
organizations in making appropriate decisions for different purposes. Analytics can be
differentiated offline and online. Online analytics is used for real-time environments that
require low latency for results; whereas Offline analytics usually employs batched
processing for transformation and ingestion. The main objective of this layer is to provide
a simple way to support the user to extract the value from the complicated information.
2.4 Overview of Scheduling
Scheduling could be defined as a way to assign jobs to an available resource, representing
one of the important parts of data processing. The main objectives of scheduling in Big
Data platforms is reducing the finishing time, maximizing throughput and control on
available resources of a distributed application by properly allocating jobs to the
processors/computers [38]. The scheduling algorithms are designed and implemented to
support applications in Big Data processing environments. Several mechanisms are used
in Big Data for resource allocation, where everyone has different architectural
characteristics. It is worth stating that the scheduler can be efficient depending on the
type of the workload and the cluster. These jobs must be processed in such a way that
causes minimum job-starvation and maximum benefit from the resource. The scheduler
is used in this technique for scheduling job dependents on the mechanism of the
algorithm used [39].
There are various scheduling algorithms used in Big Data platforms such as first in first
out scheduling (FIFO), fair scheduling, capacity scheduling, Longest Approximate Time
to

End

(LATE)

scheduling.

scheduling,

deadline

constraint

scheduling,

and

adaptive

These algorithms have dissimilar architectures and mechanisms in

scheduling jobs.
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In fact, the scheduler has general properties that can easily affect the efficacy of certain
properties such as scalability and elasticity, general purpose, dynamicity, fairness, time
efficiency and load balancing. In order to be a more efficient scheduler, these attributes
should be taken into consideration. However, it is hard to find the best method for
scheduling.
2.4.1 Requirements for Scheduling in Big Data
The common requirements for scheduling in Big Data frameworks define the functional
and non-functional specifications for a scheduling service. The common requirements
are described below:
1. Scalability and Elasticity
Scheduling should take into consideration that there are a lot of processors that are
involved in processing tasks. The scheduler should be aware of the changes in the
execution environment and has to be adaptable to the workload changes by means of
provisioning or de-provisioning the resources.
2. General Purpose
The scheduling needs to take into consideration that there are some restrictions to various
kinds of applications that can be executed. The scheduler should support different types
of jobs with high performance. For example, a non-interactive batch job requiring high
throughput may prefer time-sharing scheduling; similarly, a real-time job requiring shorttime responses prefers space-sharing scheduling.
3. Dynamicity
The scheduling algorithm must use all available resources and has to have the ability to
change its behavior to cope, for example, with a lot of computing tasks. To provide an
example, the scheduler needs to continuously adapt to resource availability changes.
4. Fairness
This is sharing the resources by different users in a fair way that guarantees each user’s
access to resources on demand.
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5. Time Efficiency
The scheduler must enhance the performance of scheduled jobs as much as possible. It
can use multi-task systems to process multiple data sets for multiple users for the same
time by planning the tasks and resources in a way that optimizes their use.
6. Cost
The scheduler must reduce the overall cost of execution by decreasing the overall number
of the resources used. This can be done by the enhancement of the execution for the
maximum number of tasks using a high-performance queuing system and by reducing
the computation and communication overhead.
7. Load balancing
This is used as a scheduling technique to share the load between every available resource.
This is a challenging requirement when some resources do not match with tasks
properties. There are traditional methods such as round-robin scheduling, but also, new
methods have been proposed to cope with large-scale and heterogeneous systems; these
are least connection, slow start time, and agent-based adaptive balancing [40, 41].
8. Locality
The distance between the task node and input node is known as locality. The data transfer
rate depends on the locality. The data transfer time will be short if the computational
node is near the input node. Most of the scheduling policies try to assign tasks, which are
nearer to the input data node to lower down the communication cost and to save the
network cost.

Figure 2.3 Scheduling overview
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CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

Big Data is by and large a wide research area in which numerous studies are taking place.
For the purpose of the present work, a thorough review of the literature has to be done.
In this chapter, we will show an overview of the other significant studies conducted on
the concept of job scheduling. Analysis will be done on different studies focusing on job
scheduling in Big Data. The following section will highlight the comparison of the
scheduling algorithms, while Section 3.2 will discuss the improvement of the scheduling
algorithm in frameworks.
3.1 Literature Survey in Comparison
One can find a lot of studies in the literature concerning Big Data, but for the purpose of
comparison or survey of different kinds of scheduling there are only a few available. One
of these studies is done by Gautam and his colleagues [38]. The authors made a survey
on the scheduling algorithm for Big Data processing by comparing algorithms used in
Apache Hadoop and presenting the issues that impact job scheduling. In addition, they
made a classification to be used depending on different parameters such as resources,
time and priority. The authors discussed several techniques used to overcome the
limitations of MapReduce as well as how several resource monitoring tools or
frameworks can be of assistance in achieving optimal results. On the other hand, there
are other studies on scheduling algorithms that are used in Hadoop MapReduce. Another
study carried out by Pakize [42] makes an overview of the Hadoop MapReduce and
discusses issues that affect scheduling. The author collected fifteen types of popular
scheduler algorithms, analyzing and classifying these algorithms. The primary goal of
this taxonomy is to know the advantages and disadvantages of each scheduler algorithm.
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To discuss the issues that affect scheduling in Big Data, Yoo and Sim [43] carried out a
review of the collection of the most popular issues in MapReduce such as
synchronization, fairness and locality. The authors made a survey to derermine which
schedulers are addressing these issues. Moreover, they also made a comparison of these
scheduling methods and presented the differences between them based on the strengths
and weakness of each. In another study, Bone and Wade [44] carried out a survey on
scheduling used in Hadoop MapReduce. They clarified the major issues that have an
impact using three types of criteria namely, 1) comparing, 2) discussing the advantage,
3) disadvantages.
Another study conducted by Tragi and Sharma [45] reviews scheduling algorithms used
in Hadoop as well as various other techniques employed for optimization scheduler in
MapReduce. In addition, a classification is formed for different techniques and
schedulers applied. Another comparative review on different scheduling algorithms in
Hadoop has been done by Sharma and Malhotra [46], in which the authors present the
core components of Hadoop alongside comparing three types scheduling, namely FIFO,
Fair and Capacity scheduler to evaluate their performance. Later, the authors propose
parameters that may improve the performance of Hadoop. In addition to the above
mentioned, there is another study done by Karambir and Rani [47], in which a review is
presented as to the Hadoop part and other parts potentially integrated with Hadoop
through a comparison on the scheduling algorithms involved.
There have been several studies in the literature that investigate scheduling algorithms,
but few categorize these algorithms. As carried out by Singh and Agrawal [48]
schedulers are classified into five major categories such as makespan-aware schedulers
performance-manager schedulers, resource contention-aware schedulers, energy and
speculative execution-based schedulers, and data locality-aware schedulers. These
schedulers have been designed based on the need to use several scheduling metrics such
as job execution, job response time, throughput, power, workload and time. In another
study, Nidhi Tiwari et al. [49] classify MapReduce algorithms depending on properties
such as the algorithm’s adaptability to the runtime environment, the entity scheduled,
and the quality attribute. A survey of scheduling algorithms is made as designed for
different quality attributes by grouping them based on the very entities that they schedule.
The classification proposed by the above-named guides future research toward
developing better algorithms.
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Arpitha and Shoney [50], cover the Hadoop scheduling and its main properties that affect
the scheduler jobs. The work compares different properties of scheduling algorithms,
namely fair scheduler, deadline constraint scheduler, FIFO scheduler, LATE scheduler,
dynamic priority scheduler, delay scheduler, capacity scheduler and classification and
optimization based scheduler for heterogeneous Hadoop (COSHH) Scheduler. They
made a comparison on these scheduling based on both the heterogeneous and
homogeneous environment, in addition to revealing the advantages and disadvantages of
each scheduling algorithm. In another attempt, Mohamed and Hong [51] make a survey
of Hadoop MapReduce job scheduling algorithms where the main focus is on the HDFS
and MapReduce. They discuss the Hadoop component and explain the attributes that
impact the scheduling jobs Also, they offer explanations for many algorithms that were
not included in previous comparisons.
In addition to the above, Nagina and Dhingra [52] presented Hadoop scheduling
algorithms in two classified types: inbuilt and user-defined and made a survey of each
one as used in Hadoop. They described the mechanisms that are used for these scheduling
algorithms. Likewise, Patel [53] highlight the information on Hadoop MapReduce and
which architecture is used inside of it. In that work, there are various scheduler
algorithms used in Hadoop, where each technique has issues that need to be solved. A
comparison is also made of the algorithms using different properties.
There are different classifications of schedulers that are based on their different features,
effectiveness, performance, etc., as discussed above. However, we classify, compare and
investigate the detailed information associated with several schedulers being employed
in Big Data frameworks. Moreover, this study will identify the weakness and strengths
in different use cases of these frameworks. Furthermore, the study examines scenarios
for the suitability of cases so as to determine which case scheduler will be weak or
useless. Thus, these issues we will covered in this thesis are not studied in the studies
aforementioned.
3.2 Improvement Schedulers
Basically, Hadoop has three types of schedulers: Capacity, FIFO and Fair, which do not
have the ability to satisfy all the of individual organizations. Therefore, several
researchers have made improvements on schedulers by proposing different methods.
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Job Schedulers are a significant part of Hadoop, and researchers have suggested
numerous scheduling methods under several contexts to improve scheduling jobs.
Regarding the original schedulers, Tao and his colleagues [54] propose a method to
improve the Fair scheduling algorithm by taking into account data locality and job
character. This mechanism allows for tasks to be free for new users and is adapted to
several policies for CPU-bound and I/O bound systems. The paper attempts to improve
both execution time and data transfer. Similarly, Santhosh and Hemanth [55] suggest
task tracker-aware scheduling, which gives the user the ability to configure and perform
re-run tasks in another slot in case of failure. Moreover, users can configure maximum
loads per task tracker. The ultimate outcomes provide solutions for scheduling algorithms
and overcome limitations, bringing more control to the user for job execution.
Other concerns regarding schedulers include the heterogeneity of the hardware within
clusters as discussed by some authors. Zaharia et al. [56] have suggested LATE
scheduler. This method mainly focuses on a speculative execution of tasks.
Consequently, some cases may fail or process slowly. LATE scheduler finds the task that
is running slowly and makes an alternative task for it as a backup task. The main idea of
this scheduler is to make the work to be finished in a faster way. Moreover, there are also
other studies on scheduling in heterogeneous environments. Rasoolia and Down [57]
proposed COSHH, which is an abridgement for Classification and Optimization based
Scheduler for Heterogeneous Hadoop Systems. In this method, the scheduling choice is
made as appropriate to the scheduling approach for use and depending on available
resources and the number of jobs. The main idea of the COSHH scheduler is to utilize
the framework data to achieve better scheduling in order to improve Hadoop’s scheduling
performance. Indeed, the COSHH consists of two
main processes, where every process is triggered by receiving one of these messages.
Upon receiving a new job, the scheduler performs the queuing process to store the
incoming job in an appropriate queue. Upon receiving a heartbeat message, the scheduler
triggers the routing process to assign a job to the current free resource. Moreover, The
COSHH scheduler algorithm is totally adaptable to any difference in the parameters in
framework. The classification portion detects changes and adapts the classes based on
the new parameters.
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In order to solve data locality, researchers have proposed different alternatives. The
effect of data locality in reducing network traffic that improves the performance of
scheduling is one of such developments. Zaharia et al [58] have proposed new
mechanisms for improving data locality and fairness for the Fair scheduler algorithm.
They discuss, in their paper, Delay scheduling where there is conflict between data
locality and fair scheduling. This is illustrated by experimental tests, and an algorithm is
offered to address and solve this problem. In this method, before a task is allocated to the
data, it will be checked whether there is sufficient data to assign the task. Otherwise, task
assignment will be delayed until a free slot is made for the data. To reduce non-local task
executions, Xiaohong et al. [59] proposed Next-k scheduling (NKS) algorithm and
designed and implemented a new mechanism for improving the Data locality in
MapReduce for the homogeneous computing environment as well as the network load
on the cluster. The method not only improves the data locality, the network load of the
cluster.
Similarly to these works, He and his colleagues [60] present a form of scheduling that
focuses on improving data locality and average response time. The main objective in this
scheduling is to give all slave nodes an equal chance to grab local tasks in advance.
Another proposal by Kondikoppa et al. [61] features network-aware scheduling designed
and executed for Hadoop. This scheduling provides an administrator control to discover
which hub has the information required for each task. Up to a certain limit, in this
scheduler, the data locality issues can be solved. When tasks are allocated to the task
tracker, the information required to execute this task is checked to see if it is suitable for
the assignment.
Another study by Kc and Anyanwu [62] covers deadline-constraint schedulers and how
they can be improved in terms of framework by managing the data and preparing the
deadline requirement. To make the deadline requirement, data processing is done by cost
model job execution and Hadoop scheduler with constraint. For the cost model, there are
several parameters such as the input size of data, data distribution, etc. Moreover,
Hadoop scheduler with constraint has a deadline part, which is different from the input.
When the job is submitted to the Hadoop scheduler, it checks whether the job can be
done depending on the time determined by the deadline or not.
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This scheduler concentrates on increasing system utilization. In order to improve
capacity scheduling, there are studies done by Thakur et al. [63], in which the authors
discuss Dynamic Capacity Scheduling in Hadoop and propose a new way to improve
capacity schedulers by showing which issues make schedulers more efficient to execute
tasks in less time. In addition, they offer a pipeline and queue management in their
proposed work for improving the performance of Hadoop. Another work , such as
Sandholm and Lai [64], presents Dynamic Priority Scheduler, where the algorithm gives
the ability to control the allocated capacity. The basic mechanism offers a facility to
choose which job has the priority and gives the users tools to customize and optimize
their allocation to be suitable for the requirements of their jobs.
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CHAPTER 4

SCHEDULING IN FRAMEWORKS

4.1 Apache Hadoop
According to the definition for Hadoop in Apache, Apache Hadoop software library is a
framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of
computers to use simple programming models. It is designed to scale up from a single
server to thousands of machines, each offering local computation and storage. Rather
than relying on hardware to deliver high-availability, the library itself is designed to
detect and handle failures at the application layer, so delivering a highly-available service
on top of a cluster of computers, each of which may be prone to failures [3].
Apache Hadoop is designed to run large-batch data, where job scheduling plays an
essential part for task management. In the same way, the scheduler algorithms in Apache
Hadoop play a critical role for task or job scheduling as there are different types of
pluggable schedulers available in this system that can be grouped into two types: adaptive
(or dynamic) and non-adaptive (or static). Adaptive schedulers are of dynamic nature,
implying that they can be readily adapted in accordance to the environmental changes;
whereas, non-adaptive are static.
Since Apache Hadoop is a multi-tasking system, it can be used in order to process multidata for multi-jobs for several users all at the same time. The scheduling tasks in Hadoop
frameworks are of paramount importance since they can impact resource utilization and
computation time. Apache Hadoop can classify schedulers depending on several
parameters such as strategy, time, priority, resource awareness (I/O utilization, CPU
usage, free slots, disk storage) and environment [38, 65].
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The main types of classification for the Hadoop scheduler are strategy and resources
availability and time, as seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Classification of Apache Hadoop schedulers [38]
4.1.1 Static Scheduler Strategy
The static strategy is about the allotment of task for processing purposes before the
execution of the programs [65, 66], with the main goal of reducing the execution time
for all current programs. The scheduler comes under static strategy FIFO scheduler,
Matching scheduler, Capacity scheduler, Delay scheduler and Fair scheduler are among
schedulers using static strategies [19].
4.1.2 Dynamic Scheduler Strategy
The dynamic scheduling strategy allocates the jobs for processing during the execution
time [65, 66]. This type of scheduler has some knowledge about the resources, but for
the environment that will execute the jobs scheduler totally unknown. Decisions are
made when the jobs start execution in a dynamic environment. Some of the schedulers
that belong to this category are Deadline scheduler and Resources aware scheduler [19].
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4.1.3 Resource Availability based Schedulers
As the term implies this type of scheduling strategy is based on the resource requirement
of the task [65]. The goal of the scheduling is to improve the job performance and
improve resource utilization such as (disk storage, CPU time, memory utilization and
I/O). Several schedulers come under this strategy, namely, Resource-Aware schedulers,
Matchmaking schedulers, and Delay schedulers [19, 38].
4.1.4 Time based Schedulers
Time is an essential factor in all schedulers since processing each submitted job has a
deadline. Two types of schedulers can use this strategy, namely, Deadline Constrain
scheduler and Delay scheduler [19, 38].
4.2 Scheduling in Apache Hadoop
There are different types of scheduler algorithms used in Apache Hadoop. In this section,
these scheduling algorithms are described.
4.2.1 FIFO Scheduling
FIFO scheduling is used by default in Hadoop [38, 42, 65, 67-69], and operates by
processing jobs as a queue, In other words, whichever job comes first will be processed
first, and the cycle continues [70]. This scheduler algorithm does not care for size or any
other kind of priority [71]. When jobs come to queue, only one job is allowed to be
executed and other jobs wait until the first one is finished. FIFO scheduling is used when
the order of execution of jobs has no importance [19]. Figure 4.2 shows the FIFO work.
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Figure 4.2 FIFO scheduler work [72]
Advantages
1. FIFO scheduling method is efficient and easy for all schedulers.
2. The job executes in same order that has been submitted.
Disadvantage
1. The most important disadvantage of FIFO scheduling that it is not preemptive.
2. Only one task is executed and the others still waiting until the processing finishes
that make delay for other jobs.
3. FIFO Scheduler does not balance resources between jobs whether it is a long or
short job.
4. FIFO scheduler has no concept of the priority or size of the job.
Suitability
1. Suitable for performing tasks in order based on the priority of arrival.
2. Suitable for single type of job.
3. FIFO schedule is practical for small clusters.
4. Suitable for homogeneous environments.
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4.2.2 Fair Scheduler
This scheduler is developed by Facebook [38, 73, 74]. The most important idea behind
this scheduler is to distribute equal shears of resources to each job [73, 75]. Fair scheduler
organizes jobs into pools. Fair scheduler guarantees fairness in sharing resources among
the jobs in pools [42]. Pools also control on job configuration properties and
configuration properties determine the pool in which job is placed. All users have their
own pools with the smallest share allocated to each one and the resources are shared in
fair amounts among the pools using the Map Reduce task slot in default [71]. If there are
any pool which is not free using their slots, so the idle slots will be used by another pool
[76, 77] and, once the same user or pool sends too many jobs, an algorithm takes control
limit these jobs and making them not runnable [19]. If there is only a single job in process,
It gets the whole cluster [78]. Moreover, fair scheduler supports a number of other
features for instance minimum shares, weights on queues, and maximum shares. Figure
4.3 shows the Fair scheduler.

Figure 4.3 Fair scheduler works [72]
Advantages
1. This scheduler algorithm makes a fair for resource reallocation.
2. This scheduler is responsive to small jobs compare to the big jobs.
3. It has the ability to fix number of concurrently running jobs from all users and
pools.
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4. It has less complexity.
Disadvantages
1. This algorithm has several difficult configurations.
2. The pools can run limited number of the job with fair scheduling.
3. Fair scheduling does not consider the weight of the job for every node, which
makes an unbalanced performance for each node.
Suitability
1. Suitable for sharing resource cluster between users.
2. The fair scheduler is suitable to ensure that there is no starvation of resources.
3. Fair scheduler is suitable for homogeneous environment.
4. Fair scheduling is suitable to control user to submit many jobs.
4.2.3 Capacity Scheduler
Primarily, Yahoo Company developed the Capacity Scheduler [38, 79], for multiple
organizations sharing a large cluster [74]. The main purpose of this scheduler is to
maximize throughput in a cluster environment. This scheduling algorithm can guarantee
fair management of computational resources through many users [80]. This scheduler
uses a queue mechanism instead of pools. Each queue is assigned to an organization and
resources are divided between these queues [42]. As the security is a top priority, the
queue mechanism is built to guarantee that the organization can access only one queue,
that ensures the queue will never be accessed by another organization [19]. The scheduler
ensures minimum capacity by setting restrictions on running tasks and jobs when used
in a single queue. If there are any new jobs coming to the queue, resources are assigned
back to previous queue after finishing the current running jobs. The Capacity scheduler
accepts jobs based on their priority in the organization queue [46]. Moreover, capacity
scheduler uses hierarchical queues mechanism to ensure that sources are shared among
the sub-queues of the organization before the other queues are allowed to used free
resources [74]. Figure 4.4 shows the Capacity scheduler.
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Figure 4.4 Capacity scheduler work [72]
Advantages
1. The strategy of this scheduler is using maximum utilization of the resources in a
cluster environment.
2. Capacity scheduler ensures reuse for all unused capacity of the jobs within queue.
3. Capacity scheduler can support other features of Multi-tenancy, Elasticity,
Capacity Guarantees, Security, Operability and hierarchical queues.
4. Sharing cluster between organizations reduce the financial part.
Disadvantages
1. Capacity scheduler is very difficult compare to other schedulers.
2. There is complexity for selecting proper queues.
3. Capacity scheduler has some limitations on pending jobs to ensure fairness of
cluster from a queue, stability and single user.
Suitability
1. The capacity scheduler is suitable where the number of users is too big and need
to guarantee a fair allocation of resources among of them.
2. Capacity scheduler is suitable to execution tasks that have high priority.
3. Capacity scheduler is suitable for homogeneous environments.
4. The Capacity scheduler works at the best when the workloads are well known,
which helps in assigning the minimum capacity.
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4.2.4 LATE Scheduler
LATE scheduler was proposed by Zaharia et al [56]. LATE concentrates on increasing
the robustness and diminishes the overhead of tasks on the cluster. The main goal of
LATE scheduler algorithm is to improve performance of jobs and reduce job response
time [19, 38]. All tasks need to be executed for completion of the entire jobs, and time is
important for the short jobs because it needs quick response to run these jobs [81]. A
long job can run slowly for many reasons, such as CPU load, resource availability or
slow background process etc. [50, 75]. Which means that LATE finds out which
processes are running slowly in a cluster and creates an equivalent process in the
background as a backup. Such processes are referred to as speculative execution. LATE
scheduler is very helpful and effective heterogeneity, but there is no assurance as to
reliability. The LATE supports homogeneous clusters by default [81].
Advantages
1. LATE improve the performance of the jobs and diminishes the response time.
2. This Scheduler method is very strong in the sense of heterogeneity.
3. The LATE scheduling solves the slow performance for the long jobs in a cluster.
Disadvantages
1. LATE scheduler does not guarantee reliability.
2. Poor performance with the static manner in computing the progress of the tasks.
3. LATE scheduler does not make any action just for slow tasks.
Suitability
1. LATE scheduler is suitable for both environments homogeneous and
heterogeneous, but in a heterogeneous environment LATE scheduler is robust.
2. LATE scheduler is suitable for a task that is progress very slowly.
4.2.5 Delay Scheduler
Fair scheduling is a strategy designed for sharing the capacity in the fair way for all users
but this scheduler has two problems; the first one sticky slot and the second head-of-line
scheduling which occur in small jobs [75, 77, 81, 82]. In order to tackle these problems,
develpers create Delay scheduler [83]. This scheduler uses a waiting mechanism to
improve locality with the main purpose to wait for a certain amount time if the data for
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the task is not available in the local node. As well, when task requested is short and
cannot be launched this job on the local node, the scheduler will skip this job and look
for subsequent job to run. If job skipping continues for a long-time, then it create a nonlocal task to avoid starvation [19, 84].
Advantages
1. Delay scheduler is simple to implement.
2. Delay scheduler can resolve the locality problem.
Disadvantages
1. Delay scheduling mechanism will be ineffective if the main part of tasks will be
more than average of the job.
2. Complex scheduling algorithm.
Suitability
1. Suitable for input and output heavy workload.
2. Scheduler is suitable for small cluster.
3. Scheduler is suitable for homogeneous.
4.2.6 Deadline Constraint Scheduler
In this scheduling approach, users specify the deadline constraints at the time of job
scheduling to ensure that these jobs will be finished in accordance to the deadline set
[62]. The scheduling concentrates on issues that impact the increase framework
utilization [77]. Deadline constraint scheduler deals with deadline requirement using the
cost model of job execution, which consider parameters such as map and reduce run time,
data distribution and input size of data, as well as other factors [75, 77]. Moreover, when
any jobs arrives at scheduler, is checked as to whether this job can be completed within
the time specified by the deadline [19]. If positive, the job can be scheduled and,
otherwise it will fail [81]. In the same way, when the job has a different deadline, the
scheduler assigns a various number of task to make sure that the specified deadline is
met [77].
Advantages
1. This scheduler concentrates on optimization of Apache Hadoop implementation.
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2. Deadline constraint mechanism also increases system utilization.
3. This scheduler gives user immediate feedback on the jobs, whether the job can
be completed within time or not.
Disadvantages
1. There are several limitations and issues of the deadline, which are specified by
the user for every job.
Suitability
1. Suitable for a job that requires completion with the specific deadline.
2. Deadline constraint scheduler is suitable for both homogeneous and
heterogeneous environments.
3. Deadline constraint scheduler is suitable for larger clusters.
4.2.7 Resource Aware Scheduler
In Apache Hadoop, there are different type of schedulers such as capacity scheduler and
fair scheduler, to allocate capacity fairly among users and jobs. Yet, these scheduler do
not take into consideration resources availability [75]. For this reason, resources-aware
scheduling is made based on the utilization and supply of the resources in the framework
so as to minimize consumption and increase utilization. Resources aware scheduling
focus on the several resources such as input and output, CPU, memory, network and disk.
This scheduler provides the necessary adaptability needed for respond to changing
conditions in resource demand and availability. There are two mechanisms for resourceaware scheduling namely slot filtering and dynamic free slot advertisement [85]. In the
Dynamic Free Slot Advertisement, due to having fixed number of available computation
slots configured on every node, this number is calculated dynamically using resources
metrics obtained from every node. In the cluster that is not running at maximum
utilization at all times, this is expected to ameliorate job response times conspicuously
as no machine is running tasks in a manner that runs into a resource bottleneck. On the
other hand, Free Slot Priorities and Filtering, the administrators of the cluster will
configure a maximum number of computed slots per node at the configuration time [75,
86]. In this approach, the order in which free slots are advertised is determined according
to their resource availability. In an environment where the small tasks usually take a
relatively long-time to finish, this present important performance gains.
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Advantages
1. This scheduler focuses on improvement the performance of job Management
tasks.
2. Resources aware scheduler increases the resource utilization in a cluster.
Disadvantages
1. To manage network bottlenecks, this scheduler mechanism need to additional
capabilities.
Suitability
1. Resource aware scheduler is suitable for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
environments.
2. Resource aware scheduler is suitable for larger clusters.
4.2.8 Matchmaking Scheduler
The Matchmaking scheduler is designed to improve data locality of tasks by giving the
same chance to all nodes to take a local task [65, 87]. The node executes the tasks where
the data is available, which is called local task [60]. Matchmaking scheduler performs
matching for every task that is not allocated yet. Another technique used by this scheduler
is known as the locality marker, which is used to mark nodes and make sure that each
one gets a fair chance to grab local tasks [38]. Whenever these tasks cannot be found in
the first job, the scheduler keeps searching for the succeeding jobs and the task waits for
some time and request again for a local task [87]. When the node cannot fail to find the
local task, the scheduler will assign a non-local task to avoid wasted resources [60].
Matchmaking scheduler has the lowest response time and highest data locality for the
map task [19, 88].
Advantages
1. Matchmaking scheduling provides high data locality.
2. Matchmaking Scheduler provides high cluster utilization.
Disadvantages
1. Time spent in finding a matching data will increase the response time.
Suitability
1. Suitable for input and output heavy workload.
2. Matchmaking scheduler is suitable for homogeneous environments.
3. Matchmaking scheduler is suitable for the tasks needs the quick response time.
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4.3 Apache Storm
Apache Storm is an open source framework used to distribute and process stream of data
in real time. The Storm is simple to implement and capable of handling the very large
amount of data with different programming languages [5]. There are four kinds of
scheduling mechanisms namely (Default Scheduler, Isolation Scheduler, Multitenant
Scheduler and Resource-Aware Schedule) [6]. The architectures of Storm cluster is
similar to Apache Hadoop cluster consisting of two kinds of nodes (master and slave).
The first daemon is called Nimbus that is the master node. The Nimbus is a central
component of the Storm. The main responsibility of the Nimbus is run Storm topology
and control on assigned tasks and monitoring the failure of the cluster. The second
daemon is called Supervisors. The Supervisor listen to the Nimbus when job assignment
to the worker, where Supervisor manage worker processing in the node [90]. Storm uses
ZooKeeper to coordinate between the Nimbus and worker [91], and can assign tasks to
ZooKeeper by writing the information of the task or by receiving the status by checking
the stored information in ZooKeeper. Each Supervisor needs to check the task assigned
by Nimbus and periodically update status in Zookeeper [92]. Figure below illustrates the
details Storm architectures.

Figure 4.5 Storm architecture [93]
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4.3.1 Storm Topology
Apache Storm has the structure called Topology, the standard Storm topology is to
explain the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). Apache Storm has two types of component
Spout and Bolt, which are connected together by edges, called Tuple [2, 90]. Depending
on the definition by the user, these two types can execute several tasks in parallel on
multiple physical machines. Each task agrees to one executor on physical machines,
which means that every task is an instance of a spout or bolt [94]. The default Storm
assigns every worker three tasks and uses the group to control the stream flow between
the component tasks.
Depending on the literature, the Storm for scheduling method can be generally
categorized into two types: Offline scheduling and Online scheduling [94, 95]. Offline
Scheduling is used for the initial schedule and is applied for all Storm topology just once
and when submitted to the Storm cluster. This offline scheduler does not have the ability
to change and adapt with the environment of the system. In other words, the Storm
topology gets once submission. If there is a new schedule, then it will never compute for
Storm topology. On the other hand, the online scheduler can always remain active by
monitoring and observing the quality of the current running schedule and checking
periodically whether there is any change by assessing the system status and trying to
formulate a new schedule if necessary.
4.3.2 Default Scheduler
The default scheduler uses the Round-Robin algorithm and produces a schedule when
the number of executors is equal to the number of the components submitted to the
topology [96]. There are two stages in the process the first stage is to check how many
worker processes are needed by topology and to get all executors required from the
topology component. The scheduler divides the executors to multiple sets with an equal
number of worker processes, and each set holds approximately an equal number of
executors. In the second stage, the scheduler identifies the desired number of the worker
processes from the available supervisor nodes and assigns each set of the executors to
one of the work processes. The assignment is done completely in Round-Robin
algorighm, where every supervisor node contributes to an equal number of the worker
processes.
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This scheduler is fair by making sure of the number of the executors for every worker
process to stay approximately equal and the supervisor node to contribute to an equal
number of worker processes. Also, it is possible for multiple topologies to be scheduled
in the worker processes of the same supervisor node which results in resource contention
among the topologies [97]. For this reason, this scheduler is not suitable for multi-tenant
Storm clusters since the cluster is shared among many Storm topologies [95].
Advantages
1. The default scheduler is easy and simple to implement.
2. Job that cannot be completed in its turn will be stored back to the queue waiting
for the next turn.
3. The scheduler ensures fairness by making sure the number of executors mapped
to each worker.
Disadvantages
1. This scheduling type is not optimal in terms of throughput performance.
2. The scheduler mechanism does not care for resource utilization.
3. Default scheduler did not respect different requirements of the processors.
Suitability
1. The scheduling is suitable for a single cluster.
2. Default scheduler is suitable to distribute work evenly on the worker nodes,
according to the slot availability of each worker node.
4.3.3 Isolation Scheduler
Storm introduces a new mechanism, called Isolation scheduling that able to solve the
multitenancy problem by make supervisors dedicated to every topology run on the
cluster. Storm has a configuration file developer that specifies the required number of
supervisor nodes for the topologies. After the Storm cluster receives the topology, the
scheduler reads the configuration file and assigns a required number of supervisors to
each topology. The number of the worker processes will be selected from the dedicated
supervisor and the executor will be work for the same algorithm (Round-Robin).
Basically, the supervisor is isolated, which means that it will not be run with the same
topology and the mechanism will not let resource make any contention through the
topology.
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Moreover, the isolation scheduler provides a mechanism for simple and secure sharing
of the Storm cluster resources between several topologies and helps to allocate the
reserved sets of Storm nodes for topologies within the Storm cluster.
Advantages
1. The isolation scheduler easy and safe to share a cluster among various topologies.
2. The isolation topology solves the mul-titenancy problem by assigning dedicated
machines to topologies.
Disadvantages
1. There is no way to change the isolation setting of topologies during runtime.
Suitability
1. This scheduler is suitable for priority jobs by give priority to non-isolation
topologies, which means that resources will be allocated to isolation topologies first
if there is competition with non-isolation topologies.
4.3.4 Multitenant Scheduler
On the way to support multi-tenant the developers create new scheduler. To enable this
scheduler set, many features of this scheduler rely on storm authentication without which
the scheduler will not know what the user is and will not isolate the topologies properly.
The objective of the multi-tenant scheduler is not only to provide a way to isolate
topologies from one another, but to also limit the resources that an individual user can
have in the cluster. Currently, the scheduler has a configuration file that can be set either
through. This scheduler is preferable as it can be updated without needing to restart
Nimbus.
Advantage
1. This schedule provides the security for the topology.
2. This scheduler method can be updated without need to rest the Nimbus.
Disadvantage
1. The scheduler limits the resources that an individual user can have in the cluster.
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Suitability
1. This method suitable for the static resource provisioning falls little when the
whole available cluster resources are inadequate to satisfy resource prerequisite
of all topologies deployed on the cluster.
2. Multitenant scheduler is suitable for large number of users.
4.3.5 Resource-Aware Scheduler
Storm has a few different schedulers, some of which do not take the resources of the
supervisor nodes into account. Resource-Aware Scheduler is a scheduler strategy that
considers this matter when deciding where to assign a topology and allow users to specify
the memory and CPU requirements for individual topology components (Bolts and
Spouts). The resources aware scheduler allows users to specify the CPU and memory
requirements for individual topology components (Bolts and Spouts). Then, Storm will
schedule the topology tasks between workers to best meet those requirements. To achieve
this, the users are provided with APIs to indicate CPU, memory and network bandwidth
requirements of a Storm topology when submitting the topology to the cluster. ResourceAware Scheduler can allocate resources on a per-user basis and each user can be ensured
a certain amount of resources to run their topologies as guaranteed by the Resource
Aware Scheduler as much as possible. When the Storm cluster has free resources, the
scheduler is able allocate additional resources to users in a fair way.
Advantage
1. This scheduler can specify the resources that are required.
2. This scheduler can ensure all user can get a certain amount of resources.
Disadvantage
1. Starvation of topologies remains a possibility when the cluster is resource
constrained.
Suitability
1. The scheduler is suitable for jobs that need to increasing overall throughput by
maximizing resource utilization while minimizing network latency.
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4.4 Apache Spark
Apache Spark is an in-memory cluster-computing framework for processing and
analyzing large amounts of data. Developed specifically for handling large-scale data
processing and analytics [10]. Spark provides is able to develop applications in different
programming languages for example Java, Scala, and R as well as languages such as
Python. Additionally, Spark can share the cluster for multiple users. Cluster Managers
handle computing resources through a cluster of worker nodes. Spark also can be
operated on three different cluster managers, including YARN, Mesos and standalone.
The job scheduler in Spark carries out a reasonable allocation of resources depending on
the resource utilization and the priority required of these jobs [11]. Furthermore, Spark's
cluster mode clarifies in what manner job scheduling and resource management happens
through Spark applications. Spark's cluster manager has two strategies for resource
management namely static and dynamic. In the static, every Spark application will get a
fixed amount of resources from the cluster and the application uses them during
execution. This approach is used by two cluster managers, namely standalone and Mesos
coarse-grain mode. On the other hand, in the dynamic mode, Spark uses fixed memory
allocation for application, and the CPU will be allocated just when the Spark running
application. Figure 4.6 shows the Apache Spark architectures.

Figure 4.6 Apache Spark stack [11]
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4.4.1. Standalone
Using Standalone, Apache Spark is able to put into operation various cluster managers,
with FIFO as the default scheduler algorithm. The system works by handling tasks on a
line or queue in order of appearance, and the cycle continues. As state before, this
algorithm disregards issues such as size or other features, and execution takes place only
on the arriving job whereas the remaining ones wait their turns. FIFO is applied most and
best once priority is of no significance. In addition, the applications incorporate all the
nodes available based on the type of application and configuration. A standalone cluster
is put into operation either manually through initiating the master and worker, or through
the use of the scripts at hand.
Advantages
1. FIFO scheduling method can be applied to without difficulty and effectively for
all other schedulers.
2. Execution takes place according to the order arranged.
Disadvantages
1. There can be long waiting times as certain jobs might take up more running than
expected.
2. FIFO cannot maintain even distribution of resources among tasks, regardless of
their length of execution.
3. Priority and size or any other properties are not taken into account by FIFO.
Suitability
1. Suitable for performing tasks in order based on the priority of arrival.
2. Suitable for single type of job because of the using FIFO scheduler and the
processing done in order.
4.4.2 Apache Spark on Mesos
Apache Mesos is an open-source system for resource sharing across a clusters and
intended for multiple frameworks to manage and schedule [98]. Mesos uses Linux
containers to make for isolation [99]. Furthermore, it can work with different systems
such as Hadoop, Spark, and Storm to share all clusters safely [100]. It uses the master
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and slave based system and the ZooKeeper for configuration management, and
comprises of a master process to manage slave daemons running on each cluster node,
as well as frameworks that run tasks on these slaves. The application or framework
implemented with Mesos comprises of an executors and scheduler, which run on the
slave nodes and execute application tasks. Mesos supports multiple masters that provide
a single-point of failure. At any point, only one master is active and all the other masters
will be in standby mode. If an active master fails, a new master will be selected. Mesos
used Zookeeper to handle failover [101].
In order to deploy the application on Mesos cluster, the scheduler component of the
application connects to the Mesos master, which makes it a resource offer. This offer is
a list of compute resources, such as disk, memory, CPU cores, and port on the slave
nodes. The scheduler has the ability to either reject or accept the offer sent by the Mesos
master. If it accepts the offer, the scheduler selects the resources to be used. Next, the
Mesos master receives the application tasks and runs it on the offered resources.
Thereafter, the Mesos master sends these tasks to slaves, which allocate the suitable
resources for executors. This process is repeated until all tasks are completed and there
is a new resource available [101].
When Spark runs the applications on the Mesos cluster, the application is in two types:
either fine-grained or coarse-grained. In the fine-grained mode, more objects hold less
data, which is why services have a more narrow scope in terms of functionality. This
mode also allows for the dynamic sharing of cluster resources through several
applications and, hence, efficient utilization of those resources. Yet, the mode does not
provide an iterative or interactive application. In addition, the Spark uses this mode as a
default for running applications on the Mesos cluster. In coarse-grained mode, few
objects hold a lot of related data so that services have broader scopes of functionality.
The jobs are submitted by an application that splits them into tasks, which are run in
long-running task. In this mode, Spark reserves cluster resources for the complete
duration of an application. This mode can be bring about lower overhead, but the end
result is usually an inefficient utilization of the cluster resources [101, 102].
Advantages
1. Mesos support various resource (disk, memory, CPU, and ports) scheduling.
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2. All isolated tasks are run in containers.
Disadvantages
1. In the static mode, it is not accept to adaptive with new changes.
2. Jobs are likely to be slower in fine-grained mode than in coarse-grained mode.
Suitability
1. It is suitable mainly for batch or streaming jobs that have long-running tasks,
because in those cases, the slowdown due to management of Spark executors is
negligible.
2. Scheduler suitable for Heterogeneous environment.
4.4.3 Apache Spark on YARN
One of the most important features of the Apache Spark is its ability to integrate with
Hadoop YARN. When the Spark application runs on YARN, resource management and
scheduling are controlled by YARN and the scheduler is pluggable. The YARN has three
main scheduler plug-ins namely FIFO, capacity scheduler and fair scheduler. These
schedulers treat Spark like any other application running in YARN and allocate CPU and
memory according to their logic. Figure 4.7 shows the YARN architectures.

Figure 4.7 YARN architectures [103]
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4.4.3.1 FIFO Scheduler
FIFO scheduling is applied in default Apache Hadoop [42, 68], handling jobs one after
another in queues. That is to say, a first-come-first-served system is in place and carried
on until all jobs are accomplished [70]. In this scheduler, size or other properties are not
regarded as factors [71], and merely the job in turn will be handled while the rest wait
their turn for execution. This system is applied in cases where there are no priority issues
to be considered [19].
Advantages
1. FIFO is not complicated and functions efficiently for all schedulers.
2. The same order for jobs is followed as presented to the system.
Disadvantages
1. FIFO is not preemptive.
2. Delays often can take place as processing a job might take longer.
3. Regardless of the issue of length, FIFO cannot evenly maintain resources for jobs.
4. This scheduler disregards any form of privilege, including size, while handling
jobs.
Suitability
1. In cases where the order of task arrival is important.
2. In case of homogeneous settings.
4.4.3.2 Capacity Scheduler
The Yahoo Company first came up with Capacity Scheduler [38, 79], intended for a
number of organizations on the same cluster [74]. The core objective of this scheduler is
to increase resources use efficiency in cluster environments. The algorithm ensures evenhandedness in running the resources, regardless of the number of users [80]. A queue
mechanism is applied, with each intended for one organization to distribute resources.
[42]. Since security is highly important, this system ensures all organizations are able to
access only one queue, which will not be accessed by others. [19]. Minimum capacity is
guaranteed through limiting the number of tasks being run on a single queue. In case of
any new jobs, all resources are relayed to former queues once present jobs are completed.
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Priority in the queue is considered in accepting jobs. [46] as a hierarchy mechanism is in
place to ensure evenly sharing of resources in the sub-queues [74].
Advantages
1. The system maximizes utilization of the resources in a cluster environment.
2. It reuses all the unused capacity of the jobs within the queue.
3. Different features such as multi-tenancy, elasticity, capacity guarantees, security,
operability and hierarchical queues are all included in this scheduler.
4. Reduce the financial part through sharing cluster among the organizations.
Disadvantages
1. Capacity scheduler is very difficult compare to other schedulers.
2. There is complexity for selecting proper queues.
3. Capacity scheduler has some limitations on pending jobs to ensure fairness of
cluster from a queue, stability and single user.
Suitability
1. The capacity scheduler is suitable where the number of users is too big and need
to guarantee a fair allocation of resources among of them.
2. Capacity scheduler is suitable to execution tasks that have high priority.
3. Capacity scheduler is suitable for homogeneous environments.
4. The Capacity scheduler works at the best when the workloads are well known,
which helps in assigning the minimum capacity.
4.4.3.3 Fair Scheduler
Presented by Facebook [38, 73, 74], the top priority in this scheduler is to evenly
distribute the jobs [73, 75]. This is done by using pools and ensuring fairness in resource
allocations [42]. Within the pools, there is supervision on the job configuration
properties, hence deciding which pool to locate which job in. All users have their own
pools with the smallest share allocated to each one and the resources are shared in fair
amounts among the pools using the Map Reduce task slot in default [71]. If there be any
free slots, that slot will be assigned to another pool [76, 77]. In case of dispatching a high
number of such jobs, the algorithm limits this number so as to make them executable
[19].
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In case of one job only, it gets the whole cluster [78]. In addition, there are other
properties in this scheduler, such as weights on queues and maximum shares.
Advantages
1. This scheduler algorithm can ensure even distribution of resources.
2. This scheduler able to handle small tasks as well as larger ones.
3. It has the ability to fix number of concurrently running jobs from all users and
pools.
4. More simplicity in terms of use.
Disadvantages
1. This algorithm has numerous difficult configurations.
2. Restricted number of tasks at a time.
3. Disregard for weights in the nodes, which makes an unbalanced performance for
each node.
Suitability
1. Sharing resources among users.
2. The fair scheduler is suitable to guarantee that there is no starvation of resources.
3. Fair scheduler is suitable for homogeneous environments.
4. Fair scheduling is suitable for assigning numerous tasks by users.
4.5 Apache Flink
Apache Flink is an open-source framework used for distribution and processing, and
provides data distribution, communication and fault tolerance for distributed
computations over the data stream [7]. Apache Flink is hybrid and has ability to process
both data streams (stream) and batch data (dataset). The main core of apache Flink is
stream, but the batch processing is a special class of this application.The Flink cluster
consists of two important types job manager and job tracker. The job manager, or master,
plays an interface with the user application. It organizes the tasks received and sends
them to the workers. The job manager controls the coordination of the resource
management and job scheduling. The actual data processing takes place by the task
managers (worker). The task manager has one or more slots used in parallel for executing
jobs. The job manager is coordinator for distribute execution of the
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Figure 4.8 Apache Flink stack [105]
dataflow. The job manager can control and monitor the progress for the operator in
addition to the ability to schedule new operators and organize checkpoints and recovery.
In high availability, the job manager maintains a minimal set of the metadata for each
checkpoint to fault tolerant storage, such as the standby job manager can recovery the
dataflow execution from there. The actual data processing is carried out by the task
managers, which execute several operators and send the status report to the job manager
[104]. Apache Flink has own local cluster (single JVM) can process the data also or can
be deployed to another cluster manager such as (YARN, Mesos and Standalone) as well
as, it can run on the cloud (Amazon or Google cloud). Figure 4.8 shows the Apache Flink
architectures.
4.5.1 Apache Flink on Standalone
Apache Flink can deploy different cluster managers with a simple Standalone, which is
a cluster manager. The Default scheduler algorithm used in standalone is FIFO and works
by processing jobs as a queue, the job that comes first will be processed first, and so on.
This scheduler algorithm does not care for size or any other priorities and, when the job
come to queue for processing, only that job is allowed and the other jobs wait until the
first one is finished executing. FIFO scheduling is used when the order of job execution
has no importance. Moreover, each application uses all available nodes, whose number
depends on applications and the setting configuration. A standalone cluster can be
launched manually by starting the master and worker by hand, or by using the launch
scripts provided.
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Advantages
1. FIFO scheduling method is easy to implement.
2. The Job executes in same order that has been submitted.
Disadvantages
1. Jobs still waiting until the processing finish for the jobs execute that make delay
for all jobs if it is long running process.
2. FIFO Scheduler does not balance resource between jobs whether it is a long or
short job.
3. FIFO scheduler has no concept of the priority or size of the job.
Suitability
1. Suitable for performing tasks in order based on the priority of arrival.
2. Suitable for single type of job because of the using FIFO scheduler and the
processing done in order.
3. This Cluster Manager suitable to assure that there is no single point of failure
and programs can make progress as soon as a standby JobManager has taken
leadership.
4.5.2 Apache Flink on YARN
One of the most important features of the Apache Flink is its ability to integrate with
Hadoop YARN. When the Flink runs on YARN, resource management and scheduling
are controlled by YARN and the scheduler is pluggable. The YARN has three main
scheduler plug-ins, namely FIFO, capacity scheduler and fair scheduler. These
schedulers treat Flink like any other application running in YARN and allocate CPU and
memory according to their logic.
4.5.2.1 FIFO Scheduler
The default scheduler in Hadoop is FIFO [38, 42, 65, 67-69], which deals with jobs on a
turn basis. To put differently, whichever task is on the front is carried out, followed by
the rest coming to their turns and continuing to the point no task is left undone [70]. All
that is essential is for jobs to come to turn, be processed and the scheduler proceeds with
the next. Having said so, it becomes clear that priority and size or order depending on
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other factors have no essence in the FIFO scheduler [19]. FIFO scheduling is used when
order execution of jobs has no importance.
Advantages
1. Ease of use and functionality in all schedulers.
2. The Job executes in same order that has been submitted.
Disadvantages
1. FIFO scheduler is not preemptive.
2. It works on a one-after-another task basis, thus requiring longer processing time
should some tasks linger for too much time.
3. There is no balance in resource allocation.
4. Notions such as size and length of tasks are not important in FIFO scheduler.
Suitability
1. Suitable for performing tasks in order based on the priority of arrival.
2. Suitable for single type of job.
4.5.2.2 Capacity Scheduler
This was initially introduced by the Yahoo company [38, 79] in situations that massive
clusters are to be used by different organizations [74]. The main purpose of this scheduler
is to maximize throughput, thereby making sure a multiplicity of users have thoroughly
managed access to resources [80]. This scheduler uses a queue mechanism, where each
is assigned with sufficient resources to an organization. Given the nature of security
being first and foremost, only the designated organizations can access only one queue,
that ensures the queue will never be accessed by another organization. In the meantime,
certain control measures are taken on task operations in a way as to allocated resources.
If there are any new jobs coming to the queue, resources are assigned back to previous
queue after finishing the current running jobs. The order of priority is decisive in this
scheduler. plus, hierarchical queues is applied so that sub-queues receive resources in
advance of other newly arriving ones that might take away these resources [74].
Advantages
1. Maximized use of resources in cluster environments.
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2. Capacity scheduler guarantee re-use of the capacity otherwise unutilized by the
queues.
3. Capacity scheduler can support different attributes such as multi-tenancy,
elasticity, security, and hierarchy.
4. Cost reduction.
Disadvantages
1. Capacity scheduler is very difficult compare to other schedulers.
2. There is difficulty for choosing proper queues.
3. Capacity scheduler has some limitations on pending jobs to ensure fairness of
cluster from a queue, stability and single user.
Suitability
1. The capacity scheduler is suitable for many users are involved, thus requiring
even allocation of resources.
2. Suitable when priority is paramount.
3. It is suitable for homogeneous environments.
4.5.2.3 Fair Scheduler
This scheduler is developed by Facebook [38, 73, 74], which is based on allocating even
amounts of resources among the tasks [73, 75]. Fair scheduler organizes jobs into pools
and assurances fairness in sharing resources among the jobs in pools [42]. Pools also
control on job configuration properties and configuration properties decide the pool in
which job is placed. All users have their own pools with the smallest share allocated to
each one and the resources are shared in fair amounts among the pools [71]. In case of
free slots, they can be used by other pools [76, 77]. Should there be user or pool sends
too many jobs, an algorithm intercepts and turns them non-runnable [19]. If there is only
a single job in process, it gets the whole cluster [78]. In addition, fair scheduler supports
a number of other features for instance weights on queues and maximum shares.
Advantages
1. The scheduler ensures fair distribution of resources.
2. Applicable to small jobs rather than larger jobs.
3. Able to manage same-time jobs among all users and pools.
4. It has less complexity.
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Disadvantages
1. It has numerous difficult configurations.
2. Running only a restricted number of tasks at a time.
3. Disregard for weights of the job for each node, leading to uneven performance at
the node level.
Suitability
1. Suitable for sharing resource cluster between users.
2. The fair scheduler is suitable to guarantee that starvation will not happen.
3. Fair scheduler is suitable for homogeneous environment.
4. It is suitable to control user to submit a lot of tasks.
4.5.3 Apache Flink on Mesos
Apache Mesos is an open-source system for resource sharing across a clusters and
intended for multiple frameworks to manage and schedule [98]. Mesos uses Linux
containers to make for isolation. Furthermore, it can work with different systems such as
Hadoop, Spark, and Storm to share all clusters safely [100]. It uses the master and slave
based system and the ZooKeeper for configuration management, and consists of a master
process to manage slave daemons running on each cluster node, as well as frameworks
that run tasks on these slaves. The application or framework implemented with Mesos
consists of a scheduler and executors, which run on the slave nodes and execute
application tasks. Mesos supports multiple masters that provide a single-point of failure.
At any point, only one master is active and all the other masters will be in standby mode.
If an active master fails, a new master will be selected. Mesos used Zookeeper to handle
failover.
The scheduler is responsible for registering the framework with Mesos, requesting
resources, and launching worker nodes. The scheduler continuously needs to report back
to Mesos to ensure the framework is in a healthy state. To verify the health of the cluster,
the scheduler monitors the spawned workers and restarts them if necessary. However, it
persists all necessary information about its state (e.g. configuration, list of workers) in
Zookeeper. In the presence of a failure, it relies on an external system to bring up a new
scheduler.
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The scheduler will then register with Mesos again and go through the reconciliation
phase. In the reconciliation phase, the scheduler receives a list of running workers nodes.
It matches these against the recovered information from Zookeeper and makes sure to
bring back the cluster in the state before the failure.
Advantages
1. Mesos support several resource (disk, memory, CPU, and ports) scheduling and
can sharing it.
2. All the tasks are isolated they are run in containers.
3. Mesos increase overall cluster utilization.
Disadvantages
1. In the static mode is not accept to adaptive with new changes.
2. Jobs are likely to be slower in fine-grained mode than in coarse-grained mode.

Suitability
1. It is suitable mainly for batch or streaming jobs that have long-running tasks,
because in those cases, the slowdown due to management of Flink executors is
negligible.
2. Scheduler suitable for Heterogeneous environment.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

The main aim of this study is to compare and investigate the detailed information
associated with several schedulers being employed in Big Data frameworks.
Furthermore, it will identify the weaknesses and strengths associated with each scheduler
in different use cases. There will be a detailed discussion on these issues from different
points of view. In this study, four of the Big Data frameworks, namely Apache Storm,
Apache Flink, Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark are collectively compared and in
respect to different job scheduling settings since each framework use different techniques
and architectures for scheduling jobs.
5.1 Discussion and finding
To reach our goals, five-research questions were formulated in Chapter 1 and, later,
answered in Chapter 4. For our purpose, we use the systematic literature review (SLR)
methodology, which is the interpretation and evaluation of research related to any given
topic. SLR is entirely based on secondary studies, such as scholarly articles, research
papers, and published theses. Here, a synopsis is provided as to the findings and the
analysis of the answers to the research questions.
RQ1. Which scheduling mechanism dominantly is used in Big Data frameworks?
And why?
Task scheduling is an important aspects of processing massive datasets, and is
responsible for arranging jobs to be assigned to the available resources. There are several
algorithms for task scheduling, where each one uses a different mechanism for the
purpose.
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The main task for the scheduler is to reduce computation time and increase utilization of
the resources. To schedule jobs in Big Data, there are different cluster managers using
scheduling algorithms. The most common one being FIFO that has applications in
different frameworks as a default scheduler algorithm, such as in Apache Hadoop and
Standalone. This scheduling method is also easy and efficient when compared to other
schedulers available in the Big Data sector, not to mention its simplicity to configure and
implement.
The following figure shows the studies in which scheduling algorithms have been used
the most in Big Data frameworks.
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Figure 5.1 The frequency of studies on the scheduler in big data frameworks
RQ2. Which kind of scheduling mechanisms are being used in different Big Data
frameworks?
There are different frameworks in Big Data, each with its own mechanisms for
scheduling jobs. In Chapter 4, we explained the algorithms applied in different
frameworks. As stated earlier, there are several algorithms used in these frameworks with
a unique mechanism to schedule jobs; for instance, FIFO operates by processing jobs as
a queue, in other words, whichever job comes first will be processed first, and the cycle
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continues. Nevertheless, Fair scheduler mechanism organizes jobs into pools and
guarantees fairness in sharing resources between the jobs in pools.
Also, each framework uses different techniques and architectures for scheduling jobs,
which must be processed in such a way that causes minimum job-starvation and
maximum benefit from the resource. The scheduler is used in this technique for
scheduling job dependents on the mechanism of the algorithm used. On the other hand,
Capacity scheduler uses a hierarchical queues mechanism. In this way, each queue is
assigned to an organization, and resources are divided among these queues. Similar to
the FIFO scheduling mechanisms, Delay scheduler utilizes a queue mechanism for
scheduling job to assign tasks to the node; the delay algorithm starts the search at the first
job in the queue for a local task. If not successful, the scheduler delays the job’s execution
and searches for a local task from succeeding jobs. If a job for long time, then the
scheduler will be assign it to non-local tasks. Likewise, Deadline Constrain scheduler
uses queues for scheduling jobs for executions, and keeps a priority queue of the jobs
ordered by their deadlines. Tasks scheduling is first tried for jobs in the front of the
priority queue. The scheduler is checked as to whether this job can be completed within
the time specified by the deadline. If so, the job can be scheduled, otherwise, it will fail.
Matchmaking scheduler uses a queue mechanism, too, it gives the same chance to all
nodes to take a local task. It is used to mark nodes and make sure that each one gets a
fair chance to grab local tasks. When a node fails to find a local task in the queue for
the first time, no non- local task will be assigned to the node. If the node fails to find
the local task in the second time, the scheduler will assign a non-local task to avoid
wasting resources. On the other hand, Resources-Aware scheduling focuses on utilizing
several resources such as input and output, CPU, memory, network, and disk utilization.
There are two mechanisms for Resource-Aware scheduling, namely slot filtering and
dynamic free-slot advertisement, where in the latter case, due to having a fixed number
of available computation slots configured on every node, this number is calculated
dynamically using resources metrics obtained from every node. For the second
mechanism, Free Slot Priorities/Filtering, the administrators of the cluster will configure
a maximum number of computed slots per node at the configuration time.
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In this approach, the order in which the free slots are advertised is determined according
to their resource availability. In an environment where small tasks usually take a
relatively long-time to finish, this method gains major advantages in terms of
performance. Moreover, LATE scheduler concentrates on increasing the robustness and
diminishes the overhead of tasks in the cluster. The main goal of LATE scheduler
algorithm is to improve the performance of the jobs and reduce the response time. LATE
finds out which processes are running slowly in a cluster and, then, creates an equivalent
process in the background as a backup.
Apache Storm, using the Default scheduler and Round-Robin scheduling algorithms,
adopts the queue mechanism for scheduling jobs in an even and fair manner. In general,
Round-Robin scheduler employs a time-sharing feature, giving each job a time slot, and
the jobs not completed within the allocated period will be interrupted. In case a job is not
completed, it is resumed next time when the slot is assigned. If the process is finished
or changed while waiting during the attributed time, the scheduler opts the first process
in the queue to execute. Apache Mesos is a cluster manager which provides a general
runtime environment providing all the essentials to deploy, run and manage distributed
applications, Mesos uses a double-layer scheduling mechanism in order to support
diverse frameworks, first, resources are allocated to the framework. Mesos scheduling
mechanism is based on fine-grained resource sharing, also known as resource offer.
The common scheduler algorithm used in these frameworks is discussed in detail in
Chapter 4. In this part, these scheduler mechanisms are listed.
1. Queue mechanism
2. Pool mechanism
3. Slot filtering and dynamic free slot advertisement
4. Double layer scheduling mechanism
5. Hierarchical Queues
The following figure shows the number of studies that mentioned the scheduling
mechanisms are being used in different Big Data frameworks.
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RQ3. In which case the scheduling algorithm is the most suitable?
This study identify the weaknesses and strengths in different use cases of these
frameworks. Furthermore, the study examines scenarios for the suitability of cases so as
to determine which case scheduler will be suitable. These issues are covered in this study
that is not studied in the aforementioned studies in Chapter 3. Each scheduling algorithm
is discussed separately and in full in Chapter 4.
The Table 4 summarizes the most suitable cases of scheduling algorithms.
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Table 4 Suitability cases in different scheduler algorithms
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RQ4. What are the main advantages and disadvantages of different schedulers on
Big Data frameworks?
The main objectives of scheduling in Big Data platforms is to reduce the finishing time,
maximize throughput and control available resources of a distributed application by
properly allocating jobs to the processors or computers. The scheduling algorithms are
designed and implemented to support applications in Big Data processing environments.
Several mechanisms are used in Big Data for resource allocation, where each one has
different architectural characteristics. A scheduler can be efficient depending on the type
of the workload and the cluster. The most advantage and disadvantage it is a fully discuss
for each scheduling algorithm in Chapter 4, in this section, we summarize the most
common advantages and disadvantages. The most advantage of scheduler is maximizing
throughput, support isolation containers, ensure a fair allocation of resources, reduce
finical cost, improving data locality, guarantee there is no fail in task, and provide
security for the user. In another side, disadvantage of the scheduler is difficult
configurations and implementation, slow progress for the tasks, cannot support resourcebalancing and possibility of the starvation.
The Table 5 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the scheduler in big data
frameworks.
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Table 5 Advantages and disadvantages of the scheduler in big data frameworks
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RQ5. What type of scheduling optimizations offered in literature?
Basically, Apache Hadoop has three types of schedulers namely FIFO, Fair and Capacity,
which do not have the ability to satisfy all needs of individual organizations. Therefore,
several researchers have made improvements on schedulers by proposing different
methods. Job Schedulers are a significant part of Big Data frameworks, and researchers
have suggested numerous scheduling methods under several contexts to improve
scheduling jobs. In Big Data, there are many types of schedulers proposed for
optimization and within a certain framework to improve locality, synchronization, and
fairness. For these reasons, the developers propose new schedulers, each of which
concentrates on special features for instance, LATE scheduler mainly focuses on a
speculative execution of tasks. Consequently, some cases may fail or process slowly.
This scheduler finds the task that is running slowly and makes an alternative task for it
as a backup task. The main idea of this scheduler is to complete the due work in a faster
way. The other scheduler is COSHH, which is an appropriate alternative depending on
the available resources and the number of jobs. On the other hand, matchmaking
scheduler focus on improving the data locality, thereby reducing network traffic and
improving the performance of scheduling. According to the Delay scheduling proposed,
before a task is allocated to the data, it will be checked whether there is sufficient data to
assign the task. Otherwise, task assignment will be delayed until a free slot is made for
the data. Another study was proposed in scheduling jobs, known as Deadline-Constraint
scheduler, whose algorithm can be improved in terms of the framework by managing the
data and increasing system utilization.
These schedulers are given in Chapter 3 with full description, in this section. These
optimizations can be listed as follows:
1. Improve data locality
2. Decreased network traffic
3. Detect slow running
4. Improve performance
5. Scheduler for fairness
6. Diminution the response time
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1 Conclusion
This thesis study aimed to present scheduling jobs in four frameworks, namely Apache
Spark, Apache Hadoop, Apache Flink, and Apache Storm. As a result of the analysis of
the papers from the SLR, it can be stated that Big Data brings many scheduling
algorithms within different frameworks. In this thesis, 79 papers were reviewed to
identify the most important factors affecting the performance of the proposed schedulers.
In fact, schedulers have general properties that can easily influence the efficiency of
certain properties such as scalability and elasticity, general purpose, dynamicity, fairness,
time efficiency and load balancing. These schedulers can influence the performance of a
framework. The main objectives of scheduling in Big Data platforms is reducing the
finishing time, maximizing throughput and control on available resources of a distributed
application by properly allocating jobs to the processors/computers. According to the 27
studies and analyses, the most common scheduler mechanism used in Big Bata
frameworks is the FIFO scheduler algorithm. This scheduler provides different features
such as simplicity, efficient and so on. Furthermore, it is used as a default scheduler in
the most popular frameworks, namely Apache Hadoop and Standalone, for this reason,
this scheduler dominates other in terms of popular use in Big Data frameworks. In
addition, several other mechanisms are in use in Big Data for resource allocation, and
each one has different architectural characteristics such as queue mechanism, pool
mechanism, slot filtering and so on. The scheduling mechanism affects the way of
processing for the jobs, in turn affecting the performance of the framework. These jobs
must be processed in such a way that causes minimum job starvation and maximum
benefit from the resource. As a result, the most common technique used in Big Data
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scheduling is found to be the queue mechanism according to different schedulers such as
FIFO, Capacity, Delay, and many other schedulers. On the other hand, this thesis
provides an overall idea about the suitable cases for scheduling jobs in the Big Data. We
investigated cases to show which one is the most suitable. According to the findings,
different cases are suitable for each scheduling type. For instance, a scheduler maybe
suitable for priority, throughput, isolation, resource utilization, long-running tasks, user
management, heavy work and load balancing and so on. These cases make an effect on
the performance of the framework. Once a scheduler is most appropriate for the case to
be used, it will reduce computation time and increase utilization of the resource. Finally,
this also discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each scheduler as well as what
the literatures proposes to solve the issues in each specific scheduler. The results show
that none of these scheduler algorithms can fulfill our requirements, and there are
different schedulers proposed in the literature to tackle these shortcomings.
6.2 Future directions
The following can be considered as potential research that can extend this research:


Making experimental study on the scheduling in big data framework.



Investigating and researching on the challenges that make an effect on the
scheduling jobs.



Increase the number of scheduler algorithm used in comparison.
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